Secondary Student
Acknowledgments and News

Term 1 Week 8 2021

Year 7
· Sarah Ju Lu - for helping Harneet pick up rubbish at lunch
- Marina Nelu-Tuuaga - for helping Harneet pick up rubbish at lunch
Year 8
· Kayden McMahon - for his effort in English
- Zara Sandhu-Gilmore - for her group leadership in library classes
- Asmita Verma - for aiming high in English!
- Siya Guari Singh - for aiming high and completing all the maths work
- Angel Vasisht - for aiming high and completing all the maths work

SHOUTOUTS

Year 9
· Tristan Berto -for being responsible and reliable
- Jesse Ahern - for persisting with a difficult concept and achieving a high outcome in math
- Connor Wright - for consistent excellence in math
- Steven Mahdy - for excellent improvement in effort and focus in class over the past week.
Year 10
· Sharon Umuhire - for doing well in maths
- Ruby Collins - for smashing it in English
- Giselle Lambley - for doing well and trying hard in maths

The Secondary Principal Team,
Renee Liprino, Sam Watkins and
Penny Owens, would like to send
Shout-Outs to the following staff
and students named in our
newsletter. Students to the right
have been nominated by subject
teachers for excellent participation
during Week 8.

Year 11
· Naomi Murgatroyd - for aiming high and always trying to do better in English
- Abraham Kuol - for constant focus and trying to retain as much information as possible in PE
- Emma Dickson -for walking a distressed Yr 8 to class and staying with him until he calmed
down
- Anastasia Fenollar - for consistently working to a high standard in English and working hard
in every session
Year 12
· Raph Binter - for showing excellent initiative and determination to do his best in Health &
Human Development
- Callie O'Donnell - for helping staff and encouraging others to do the right thing
VCAL
· Tarnay Kyaw Bwa - for excellent effort completing English tasks on time and to a high
standard
- Sarah Machar - for excellent effort completing English tasks on time and to a high standard
- William Lum - for working effectively to complete set tasks in English
- Trinity Dowler-Ribbons - for working effectively to complete set tasks in English

News & Events
Career Action Plans
Taking the time to
research and plan
for the future!
Year 12 students have been working on
their Career Action Plans over the last
few weeks.
Maintaining motivation throughout the
ups and downs of the final year of
schooling is a lot easier for students if
they know what they're working
towards; whether that be a university
place, an apprenticeship, a job, or any
other pathway they want to pursue.
Detailed Career Action Plans involve a
lot of research, including: entrance
requirements, job opportunities, career
progression etc...

VCAL at work
Business Day

Every Thursday, our VCAL students get to work
on their personal development skills and work
related skills (as well as literacy and numeracy)
by spending the day working in various business
groups.
Today I had the pleasure of observing Leeanne
Vallance’s group in Hume 2 who are an
arts/craft based group. I got to have a look at
some of the baby beanies and rugs they are
crocheting and then donating to a few different
hospitals as well as some jewelry making and
vibrant artwork on terracotta pots. Whilst this
was happening, we had another group busy
sanding, varnishing and doing yard
beautification around the courtyard outside
Hume, another group washing our cars and
another still working on Café and hospitality
skills.
- VCE/VCAL Coordinator Tara Hyatt

Renee's Classroom
Visits
Every week I make it a point of visiting
as many classrooms as I can, to look at
the great work our teachers and
students are doing.
Michael Schier is building problem
solving skills in maths.
Nicole Eddy's Year 11 English class are
looking at the context surrounding the
Australian play, Cosi.

Rugby League

Bonnie and Joe took the
U16 Rugby League team
to play against local
schools this week. They
were incredibly proud to
receive positive feedback
from multiple schools
about their amazing
sportsmanship on and off
the field!

Academy at the A League
With an
important job to
do!

On Sunday the 4th of March, the soccer
academy and a few girls from the AFL
academy attended the Western United
soccer game.
We had the opportunity to walk out on the
AAMI park stadium holding the banner.
We all had fun and enjoyed ourselves. We are
so grateful for the opportunity and very
excited to be able to watch live sport again!
- Taylah Rose and Gemma Todd, 9I.
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VCAL Café
Thank You Teachers
and ES
For all your hard
work so far!

A School Community that: Aims High,
Shows Respect, is Safe, Values the
Community
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